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Measure of spread range

CO-4: Distinguish between different measurement scales, choose the appropriate theory and hesitant statistical methods based on these distinctions, and interpret the results. LO 4.4: Using appropriate graphics monitors and/or numeric measures, describe the distribution of a character variable in context: a) Describe the
overall format, b) Describe impressive deviations from lo 4.7 format: Define and describe the distribution attributes of one character variable (shape, center, spread, exceptions). Video: Metrics of spread (3 videos, 8:44 in total) So far we've learned about different ways to quantim the distribution center. However, a
measure of center in itself is not enough to describe a distribution. Consider the following two distributions of exam scores. Both distributions are concentrated at 70 (the median of both distributions is about 70), but the distributions are completely different. The first distribution has a much greater variance in scores
compared to the second. In order to describe the distribution, we need to complete the graphical display not only with a measure of center, but also with a measure of the variance (or spread) of the distribution. In this section, the three most common measures of proliferation are discussed: range between quarters and
range (IQR) standard deviation although the center's measures approached the question differently, they try to measure the same point in the distribution and therefore are similar. However, the three spread metrics provide very different ways to quantify the variance of the distribution rather than trying to estimate the
same amount. In fact, the three spread metrics provide information on three different aspects of distribution expansion which, together, give a fuller picture of the distribution spread. LO Range 4.11: Define and calculate the range of one amount variable. The range covered by the data is the most intuitive measure of
variance. The range is exactly the distance between the smallest data point (min) and the largest range (Max). Note: When we first looked at the histogram, and tried to get our first sense of the spread of data, we were actually adjusting the range, rather than calculating the exact range. Here we have the best actress
Oscar winners' data 34 34 26 37 42 41 35 31 41 33 30 74 33 49 38 61 21 41 26 80 43 2 9 33 35 45 49 39 34 26 25 35 33 In this example: min = 21 (Marley Matlin for Children of The Inferior God, 1986) Max = 80 (Jessica Tandy for Driving Miss Daisy, 1989) The range covered by all data is 80 – 21 = 59 years. Inter-Quartile
Range (IQR) LO 4.12: Define and calculate Q1, Q3, and IQR for one quantity variable while the range quanties variance by looking at the range covered by all data, Inter-Quartile The variance of distribution by giving us the range is covered by the MIDDLE 50% of the data. IQR = Q3 – Q1 Q3 = Q3 = Q1 75 = Q1 =
Percenton 25 The following image illustrates the following idea: (Think of the horizontal line as data ranging from minutes to maximum). Important note: The lines in the following illustrations are not scaled. The equal distances indicate equal amounts of data not an equal distance between the numeric values. Although we
will use the software to calculate the quartes and IQR, we will demonstrate the basic process to help you fully understand. To calculate the IQR: Arrange the data in an increasing order, and find M. Remember that the median divides the data, so that 50% of the data points are below the median, and 50% of the data
points are above the median. Find the median of the low 50% of the data. This distribution is called the first problem of the distribution, and the noma is marked by Q1. Note from the image that Q1 divides the lower 50% of the data into two halves, which contain 25% of the data points in each half. The first quarter is called
the first quarter, as a quarter of the data points fall below it. Repeat again for the top 50% of the data. Find the median of the top 50% of the data. This point is called the third problem of the distribution, and is marked by Q3. Note from the image that Q3 divides the top 50% of the data into two halves, with 25% of the data
points in each. The third quarter is called the third quarter, as three-quarters of the data points fall below it. The middle 50% of data falls between Q1 and Q3, therefore: IQR =Q3 – Q1 Notes: The latest image shows that Q1, M and Q3 divide the data into four quarters with 25% of the data points each, where the median is
actually the second quarter. The use of IQR =Q3 – Q1 as a measure of spread is therefore especially suitable when the median M is used as a measure of center. We can set a little more accurately what counts as the bottom or top 50% of the data. The bottom (top) 50% of the data is all observations who are placed in an
orderly list is to the left (right) of the position of the total median M. The following image will visualize this for the simple cases of n = 7 and n = 8. Note that when n is not even (such as n = 7 above), the median is not included in the bottom or top half of the data; Where n is even (as n = 8 above), the data is naturally
divided into two halves. To find the IQR of the distribution of Best Actress Oscar winners, it would be convenient to use on a race plot. Q1 is the median of the bottom half of the data. Because there are 16 observations in this half, Q1 is the average of observations rated 8 and 9 in this half: Q1 = (31 + 33) / 2 = 32 similarly,
Q3 is the median of the top half of the data, and has since Observations in this half, Q3 is the average of observations rated 8 and 9 in this half: Q3 = (41 + 42) / 2 = 41.5 IQR = 41.5 – 32 = 9.5 Note that in this example, the range covered at all ages is 59 years, while the range covered by the mid-50% of ages is only 9.5
years. While the entire data set spans a range of 59 years, the middle 50% of the data is packaged in just 9.5 years. Another look at histogram will illustrate this: Note: Software packages use different formulas to calculate the Q1 and Q3 quartes. It shouldn't worry you, as long as you understand the idea behind these
concepts. For example, here are the quarterly values provided by three different software packages for the age of best actress Oscar winners: R: Minitab: Excel: Q1 and Q3 as reported by the different software packages are different from each other and are also slightly different from the ones we found here. That
shouldn't worry you. There are various acceptable ways to find the median and the lines. These can give different results occasionally, especially for datasets where n (the number of observations) is quite small. As long as you know what the numbers are saying, and how to interpret them in context, it doesn't really matter
what method you use to find them, since the differences are negligible. LO Standard Deviation 4.13: Define and calculate the standard deviation and variance of one character variable. So far, we've introduced two measures of proliferation; The range (covered by all data) and the IQR range (IQR), which examines the
range covered by the middle 50% of the distribution. We also noted that the IQR should be paired as a measure of spread with the median as a center measure. We are now moving on to another measure of expansion, the standard deviation, which quanties the spread of distribution in a completely different way. The
idea behind the standard deviation is to quantifi the spread of the distribution by measuring the distance of the observations from the observations. The standard deviation gives the average (or typical distance) between a data point and the average. Specify there are many syums for device deviation: SD, s, SD, StDev.
Here we use SD as an abbreviation for standard deviation, and use s as an icon. The sample standard deviation formula formula is: Where, s = Sample Standard Deviation n = Number of scores in sample = Sum... And = sample average calculation To get a better understanding of the standard deviation, it would be useful
to see an example of how it is calculated. In practice, we will use the computer to perform the calculation. Here are the number of customers who entered a video store in 8 consecutive hours: 7, 9, 5, 13, 3, 11, 15, 9 to find the standard deviation of the number of hourly customers: Find the x-bar of your data: (7) 9 + 5 + 13
ונלביק 9 = 8/(9 + 15 + 11 + 3 + תייטס  תא  עצוממב  ינויגה  היהי  הז  םהלש , עצומהו  םינותנה  תודוקנ  ןיב  יסופיט )  ) עצוממה קחרמה  תא  דודמל  הסנמ  ןקתה  תייטס  זאמ   0 , 6 , 2 , 6 , - 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , - 0 , 2 ( - 9  – 9 (, ) 9 – 15 (, ) 9–11 (, ) 9–3 (, ) 13-9 (, ) 9–5 (, ) 9  – 9 ( 9 (, ) 9 (, ) 9  – 7  ) ןאכ עצוממ  ןיבל  תיפצת  לכ  ןיב  םילדבהה  ץראה : ןמ  תויטס  תא  אצמ  . Note, however,
that the amount of deviations is zero. That's always the case, which is why we need a more complex calculation. To solve the previous problem, in our calculation, we align each of the perverts. (-2)2, (0)2, (-4)2, (4)2, (-6)2, (2)2, (6)2, (0)2 4, 0, 16, 16, 36, 4, 36, 0 summary squared deviations and divide by n – 1: (4 + 0 +
16 + 16 + 36 + 4 + 36 + 0)/(8 – 1) (112)/(7) = 16 the reason we are divided by n-1 later This value, the sum of squared deviations divided by n – 1, is called variance. However, the variance is not used as a measure of direct expansion as the units are the square of the original data units. The standard deviation of the data
is the square root of variance calculated in step 4: in this case, we have the square root of 16 which is 4. We will use the lower-left letters representing the standard deviation. s = 4 We take the square root to achieve a measure that is in the original units of the data. The different units of 16 are in customers squared that
are difficult to interpret. Standard deviation units are found in clients making this amount of variation more effective than the variance. Keep in mind that the average number of customers entering the store per hour is 9. The interpretation of the standard deviation is that on average, the number of actual customers entering
the store each hour is 4 from 9. Note: The importance of the numerical figure we found in #4 above is called variance (=16 in our example) will be discussed much later of course when we reach some conclusion. Note that the only way, mathematically, where SD = 0, is when all observations have the same value (Ex: 5, 5,



5, ... , 5), in this case, deviations from the average (which is also 5) are all 0. This is intuitive, since if all data points have the same value, we have no variance (spread) in the data, and expect the spread index (such as the SD) to be 0. Indeed, in this case, not only is the SD equal to 0, but the range and IQR are also
worth 0. You understand why, because I understand why. As an average, SD is strongly influenced by data exceptions. Consider Regarding video store customers: 3, 5, 7, 9, 9, 11, 13, 15 (data ordered). If the largest observation was mistakenly recorded as 150, the average would jump to 25.9, and the standard deviation
would jump to SD = 50.3. Note that in this simple example, it is easy to see that while the standard deviation is strongly affected by exceptions, IQR does not. IQR will be the same in both cases, since, like the median, the calculation of quartes depends only on the data order and not on actual values. The last comment
leads to the following important conclusion: Select numerical measures LO 4.10: Select the appropriate means for a character variable based on the distribution shape. Use the air conditioner and standard deviation as center instigations and spread to reasonably symmetrical distributions without extreme exceptions. For
all other cases, use a sum of five numbers = minutes, quarter, median, Q3, Max (which gives the median and easy access to IQR and range). We'll discuss the sum of the five numbers in the next section with more interception. Let's explain the range covered by the data is the most intuitive measure of expansion and is
exactly the distance between the smallest data point (minutes) and the largest (Max). Another measure of propagation is the inter-quartile range (IQR), which is the range covered by the middle 50% of the data. IQR = Q3 – Q1, the difference between the third quartes and the first thyme. The first quarter (Q1) is the value
so that one quarter (25%) of the 2016-2015 2015 2015 2016-2015 2015 201 of the data points falling below it, or the median of the bottom half of the data. The third quarter (Q3) is the value so that three quarters (75%) of the 2016-2016 2016 2016 2016-2016 2016 20 of the data points falling below it, or the median of the
top half of the data. IQR is typically used as a measure of the spread of a distribution when the median is used as a measure of a center. The standard deviation measures the spread by reporting a typical (average) distance between the data points and their average. It is appropriate to use standard deviation as a
measure of spread with an average as the index of a center. Because temperamental and standard forms are strongly influenced by extreme observations, they should be used as numerical descriptions of the center and distributed only for roughly symmetrical spreads, and have no extreme exceptions. In all other
situations, we prefer summary 5 number. Summary.
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